Introduction
============

While the science of biologic invasions has primarily focused on the description of invasive species, enumeration of invasive traits, analysis of the ecological mechanisms, and impacts associated with invasion (e.g. [@b46]; [@b39]; [@b14]; [@b38]), a growing body of research has been devoted to the evolution of invasive organisms (e.g. [@b13]; [@b30]; [@b17]). Populations of exotics are increasingly reported to experience rapid evolutionary changes concurrent with or soon after their introduction to a new range (e.g. [@b48]; [@b35]; [@b45]; [@b36]; [@b37]). Over relatively short timescales, both ecological and evolutionary processes -- and their interactions -- may affect the outcome of an incipient invasion ([@b27]). Understanding these interactions has broad practical application for the control and management of invasive species. However, scientific study may not necessarily be well-distributed across the breadth of disciplines that are related to biologic invasions. To what extent have scientists worked on the integration of ecology and evolution of invasive species? Which ecological concepts have been studied with respect to which evolutionary processes? To date, little effort has been made to evaluate the extent of research efforts integrating the ecology and evolution of invasive species.

We set out to characterize the connections and gaps between studies of ecology and evolution of invading species. Interactions between ecological and evolutionary concepts can be very heterogeneous, some of them being well-established and -documented, whereas others remain largely unexplored. Exploring and visualizing that heterogeneity is of particular interest to the scientist who wishes to investigate the mechanisms underlying alien spread in more detail. One potential approach is the application of network theory and network analysis methods to quantitatively characterize the relationships existing in invasion science literature between different concepts in ecology and evolution. The notion of *network* is used in reference to an interconnected system of various items. Studies of such sometimes highly complex systems led to the development of network theory, an area applied widely in numerous disciplines such as mathematics, physics, computer science, economics, sociology, and biology ([@b40]; [@b50]; [@b19]). Formally, a network is a set of vertices, or *nodes*, connected in a pairwise fashion by a subset of edges (lines connecting two nodes), which can be oriented or weighted ([@b31]). Mapping the interactions among components of a system can be accomplished through the geometrical approach of graph theory, which allows simplification and emphasis on underlying structure and relationships ([@b22]).

In this study, we use a network analysis approach to characterize and visualize the state of the art in research integrating the ecology and evolution of invasive species. Applying this approach to the *Poaceae* family as an example, we identify gaps in the current research and propose a set of future research avenues.

Defining the nodes: what to visualize?
======================================

Typically in network analysis, nodes represent clearly defined, discrete entities (e.g. genes, individuals, organisms, or computers). In the present approach, the nodes represent ecological and evolutionary concepts, making the discrete definition of these concepts a key step. This process is inherently flexible, and can be tailored to the system of interest. Within this context, we used the following steps to define relevant nodes in the concept network we aimed at visualizing for plant invasion.

Based on group discussion at a workshop entitled Synthesizing Ecology and Evolution for the Study of Invasive Species, held on March 19--22, 2009 at North Lake Tahoe, we first generated a list of 18 relevant concepts in ecology and evolution, comprising four main categories ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The first category concerned the spatial and temporal *scales of invasion*. The second category included plant features, with *demography, plant development, reproduction*, and *ecological niche*. The third category concerned the influence of the environment on biologic invasions, distinguishing *abiotic conditions* (climate and soil conditions), *biotic interactions* (except humans), and *human influence* (through land use, disturbance and global change). The final category concerned evolution. It included the different *sources of phenotypic variation* that enable plant species or populations to cope with variability in the environment, i.e. the species' genetic background (*genetic diversity* and *ploidy level*), the mechanisms related to population differentiation (*hybridization, mutation, stochastic population differentiation, deterministic population differentiation*, and *gene flow*) and the environmental influence on genotypes through *phenotypic and trans-generational plasticity*.

###### 

Conceptual nodes used in the network visualization and corresponding keywords for literature searches

  Nodes                                      Related keywords
  ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Time scale of invasion                     Time, temporal scale, speed, periodicity, frequency
  Dispersal and spatial scale of invasion    Dispersal, terminal velocity, colonization, colonization, long-distance dispersal, dispersal corridor, migration, spatial scale, geographic pattern, species' range, geographic range, native range, invasive range, range expansion, spread, foci, landscape
  Demography                                 Demography, demographic process, demographic swamping, abundance, propagule pressure, density, density-dependence, Allee effect, aggregation
  Plant development                          Plant development, propagule size, seed morphometrics, germination, emergence, establishment, seedling, growth, development, resource allocation, biomass, plant height, morphological variation, morphology, trait, phenology
  Reproduction                               Reproductive success, reproduction, reproductive output, seed production, seed number, fruit, flower, flowering, pollen, mate availability, mating, crossing, reproductive strategies, life history strategies, annual, perrennial, perrenniality, clone, clonal, asexual, sexual, agamospermy, apomixy, apomixis, vegetative reproduction, parthenogenesis, breeding system, reproductive system, autogamy, autogamous, allogamy, allogamous, selfing, outcrossing, self-incompatibility, self-compatibility, unisexual, bisexual, inbreeding
  Ecological niche                           Ecological niche, niche, habitat specificity, ecological range, functional group, guild
  Biotic interaction                         Biotic interaction, biotic resistance, allelopathy, competition, mutualism, symbiotic interactions, symbiose, symbiosis, plant-animal interaction, plant-insect interaction, herbivory, herbivore, pollination, pollinator, mycorrhizae, pathogen, fungi, bacteria, disease, succession, facilitation, inhibition, tolerance, keystone species
  Environmental conditions                   Environment, conditions, gradient, climate, altitude, latitude, soil, nutrient, soil, water, holding capacity, hydrology
  Human influence                            Human influence, human-induced disturbance, anthropogenic change, global change, global warming, climate change, anthropogenic change, fire, ruderal, agriculture, tillage
  Plasticity                                 Plasticity, phenotypic plasticity, plastic response, general purpose genotype, reaction norm, maternal effects, carry-over effects, transgenerational plasticity
  Genetic diversity                          Genetic structure, genetic architecture, genetic diversity, genetic variation, genetic variance, phylogeny, quantitative trait loci, genome, genomic rearrangements, genomics, polymorphism, chromosome structure
  Epigenetics                                Epigenetics, methylation
  Ploidy                                     Ploidy, polyploidy, allopolyploidy, autopolyploidy, ploidy level, chromosome counts, chromosomes numbers, tetraploidy, hexaploidy, octoploidy, cytotype
  Hybridization                              Hybridization, hybrid, genetic swamping, genetic deterioration, genetic takeover, genetic aggression, genetic assimilation, introgression
  Mutation                                   Mutation, mutant
  Stochastic population differentiation      Stochastic population differentiation, stochastic process, genetic drift, founder effect, inbreeding, inbreeding depression, outbreeding depression
  Deterministic population differentiation   Deterministic population differentiation, population differentiation, adaptation, adaptive evolution, adaptive process, adaptive divergence, adaptive radiation, fitness, selection, coevolution, niche shift, niche displacement, speciation
  Gene flow                                  Gene flow, metapopulation, pollen movement, source and sink

Next, we compiled a thorough list of keywords related to ecology and evolution of invasive species (229 keywords from 100 randomly selected articles in a comprehensive list about plant invasions). Each keyword was then assigned to one of the 18 conceptual nodes based on general agreement among the authors and other scientists at the workshop ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Ambiguous and irrelevant keywords were discarded. This *a priori* approach allowed us to choose the most relevant concepts for the network, and resulted in a network that could be adjusted to fit the objectives, questions being addressed, and the desired amount of work and level of precision.

During the last two decades, sophisticated text-mining procedures have been developed as an automated means to manage increasing amounts of information ([@b3]). These methods allow the extraction of semantic information from text without necessitating that the end user read the text. Concepts are therefore generated from text. This is fundamentally different from our method, in that our concept selection was made according to biologic significance consensually recognized by experts and independent of their occurrence in the literature. If concepts were generated from text alone, noninvestigated topics would not be identified despite their biologic importance from an ecological and evolutionary point of view.

Connecting the nodes: who studied what?
=======================================

Semantic networks are typically used to represent relationships between concepts ([@b15]), but these are strictly qualitative and somewhat subjective. They are represented as directed or undirected graphs composed of vertices, i.e. concepts and edges, which qualitatively represent relationships between vertices. However, connections between concepts can also be regarded from a quantitative point of view by considering the relative intensity of interactions between concepts. We use this approach to determine the relative intensity of research integrating specific ecological and evolutionary concepts. To visually represent such integrative research, an edge can be drawn between each pair of concept nodes that have been empirically considered together. These connections can be weighted by a symmetric 'connectivity matrix' ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), which quantifies every connection as the number of peer reviewed articles (of primary research) that explicitly address each pair of concepts. The number of original publications unambiguously addressing each pair of concepts is a relevant estimate of the research effort devoted to study the relationship between concepts, independent of the results of those studies. The connectivity matrix can then be used as input data to generate a graphic visualization of the network, in which edge thickness is proportional to quantitative matrix data.

###### 

Upper triangle (italic): number of peer reviewed articles (referenced in Web of Science®, excluding reviews and proceedings) explicitly addressing pairs of concepts on exotic grass from the family *Poaceae*, after abstract verification (refined matrix). Lower triangle: connectivity values, i.e. ratios of the number of refined articles that connect two concepts to the number of keywords involved in the corresponding search syntax

                                             Time scale of invasion   Dispersal and spatial scale of invasion   Demography   Plant development   Reproduction   Ecological niche   Biotic interaction   Environmental conditions   Human influence   Plasticity   Genetic diversity   Epigenetics   Ploidy   Hybridization   Mutation   Stochastic population differentiation   Deterministic population differentiation   Gene flow
  ------------------------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------------------------------- ------------ ------------------- -------------- ------------------ -------------------- -------------------------- ----------------- ------------ ------------------- ------------- -------- --------------- ---------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -----------
  Time scale of invasion                                              *13*                                      *23*         *57*                *29*           *4*                *20*                 *19*                       *33*              *4*          *3*                 *0*           *0*      *2*             *0*        *1*                                     *5*                                        *0*
  Dispersal and spatial scale of invasion    0.59                                                               *58*         *95*                *55*           *6*                *15*                 *20*                       *17*              *9*          *25*                *0*           *5*      *9*             *1*        *1*                                     *25*                                       *3*
  Demography                                 1.64                     2.23                                                   *52*                *11*           *0*                *83*                 *21*                       *10*              *2*          *1*                 *0*           *0*      *1*             *0*        *1*                                     *6*                                        *2*
  Plant development                          2.71                     2.88                                      2.08                             *64*           *1*                *49*                 *101*                      *46*              *8*          *7*                 *0*           *4*      *3*             *0*        *0*                                     *39*                                       *0*
  Reproduction                               0.66                     0.98                                      0.23         1.16                               *2*                *5*                  *31*                       *5*               *8*          *8*                 *0*           *2*      *5*             *1*        *1*                                     *21*                                       *1*
  Ecological niche                           0.36                     0.26                                      0            0.05                0.04                              *6*                  *8*                        *1*               *0*          *1*                 *0*           *1*      *1*             *0*        *0*                                     *1*                                        *0*
  Biotic interaction                         0.74                     0.38                                      2.68         1.29                0.08           0.21                                    *94*                       *48*              *3*          *3*                 *0*           *1*      *0*             *0*        *1*                                     *6*                                        *1*
  Environmental conditions                   1.06                     0.67                                      0.95         3.48                0.60           0.42               2.69                                            *58*              *17*         *14*                *0*           *3*      *1*             *0*        *0*                                     *26*                                       *2*
  Human influence                            2.06                     0.61                                      0.50         1.70                0.10           0.06               1.45                 2.42                                         *0*          *1*                 *0*           *0*      *1*             *0*        *0*                                     *5*                                        *0*
  Plasticity                                 0.31                     0.36                                      0.12         0.33                0.17           0                  0.10                 0.81                       0                              *4*                 *0*           *2*      *0*             *0*        *0*                                     *9*                                        *0*
  Genetic diversity                          0.18                     0.86                                      0.05         0.25                0.16           0.06               0.09                 0.56                       0.04              0.20                             *1*           *10*     *13*            *1*        *1*                                     *20*                                       *5*
  Epigenetics                                0                        0                                         0            0                   0              0                  0                    0                          0                 0            0.07                              *1*      *1*             *0*        *0*                                     *1*                                        *0*
  Ploidy                                     0                        0.18                                      0.00         0.15                0.04           0.06               0.03                 0.13                       0                 0.11         0.43                0.08                   *6*             *0*        *0*                                     *2*                                        *0*
  Hybridization                              0.15                     0.36                                      0.06         0.13                0.11           0.07               0                    0.05                       0.05              0            0.65                0.10          0.32                     *0*        *1*                                     *4*                                        *0*
  Mutation                                   0                        0.05                                      0            0                   0.02           0                  0                    0                          0                 0            0.07                0             0        0                          *0*                                     *0*                                        *0*
  Stochastic population differentiation      0.08                     0.04                                      0.06         0                   0.02           0                  0.03                 0                          0                 0            0.05                0             0        0.07            0                                                  *1*                                        *0*
  Deterministic population differentiation   0.28                     0.83                                      0.27         1.34                0.40           0.05               0.17                 1.00                       0.21              0.43         0.80                0.07          0.08     0.19            0          0.05                                                                               *2*
  Gene flow                                  0                        0.14                                      0.15         0                   0.02           0                  0.04                 0.12                       0                 0            0.31                0             0        0               0          0                                       0.12                                       

Databases are powerful tools for compiling publications relating two node concepts, and most online databases allow for comprehensive search syntaxes. For an accurate network, the selected database(s) must be comprehensive and, most importantly, representative of the current state of research. ISI Web of Science® (Thomson Reuters, New York, NY), which we used in this study, is an example of this type of large-scale database.

Because search syntax complexity is limited and some terms may have different meanings or nuances, raw results from databases are likely to include an important proportion of irrelevant articles. Those are, for instance, articles for which the considered concepts are not related to the invasive species of focus or articles addressing concepts only in a perspective view, not experimentally. These studies can obscure emerging patterns in the network graph. This problem can be eliminated by a comprehensive abstract verification, i.e. reading and analyzing title, abstract, and keywords.

Application to *Poaceae* invasions
==================================

We applied our network approach to invasions by *Poaceae*, a family known to include a large number of problematic aliens ([@b34]), some of them among the first invasive plants studied in an evolutionary perspective ([@b42]). We restricted our study to empirical articles, rejecting reviews, proceedings, and perspective papers. We used the Web of Science® advanced search tool to compile the number of empirical articles that explicitly addressed pairs of nodes in the field tag 'topic', i.e. the title, abstract, and keywords. These searches were performed from May 18 to June 10, 2009. An initial universal search restricted the results to publications concerning exotic *Poaceae.* Search syntax was then established for each node, including the keywords determined for each concept ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The 18 node searches were subsequently combined in pairs. The number of peer reviewed original articles listed for each of the 153 pairs of nodes was compiled in a 'raw matrix'. Abstract verification, discarding all irrelevant studies, was performed to generate the 'refined' matrix ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Mean rejection rate was 80.0% (standard deviation 23.0%), but there was a strong correlation between the raw and refined matrices (Mantel test; 10 000 iterations, correlation = 0.860, *P* \< 0.001). Even with abstract verification, the number of articles addressing pairs of concepts in the refined matrix was dependent on the number of keywords involved in the search syntax (Pearson\'s *r* = 0.377; *P* \< 0.001). Some concepts may indeed have broader meanings than others, leading to more numerous keywords. Our intent was to consider all concept nodes equitably, i.e. assess the connections between concepts independently of the number of keywords. Therefore, each value of the refined matrix was divided by the number of keywords involved, i.e. the sum of keywords for the two corresponding nodes. This produced a connectivity matrix that is representative of the research effort devoted to connecting pairs of concepts. Within this matrix, we defined knowledge gaps as the least-connected pairs, i.e. cells for which the connectivity value (no. refined articles/no. keywords involved in the search syntax) was less than the tenth percentile. The network representation of the results ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), based on this connectivity matrix, was generated using U[cinet]{.smallcaps}® software ([@b9]).

![Network representation of the research effort connecting ecological and evolutionary concepts in exotic *Poaceae* invasions. Edge thickness represents the ratio of the number of published articles that connect two concepts (referenced in Web of Science®, excluding reviews and proceedings) on the number of keywords involved in the corresponding search syntax, after abstract verification to discard irrelevant articles.](eva0003-0193-f1){#fig01}

Research visualization
======================

[Figure 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the heavily connected network of links between ecological and evolutionary concepts. It shows how interactions between aspects of ecology are far better documented than those involving aspects of evolution and genetics. Intra-ecological concepts (placed at the right-hand side of [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) show strong connections, representative of a large number of integrative publications. Not surprisingly, the strongest of these connections are between environmental conditions (abiotic or biotic, including human influence) and plant features, and between the scales of invasion and all ecological concepts.

However, a number of connections indicate that evolutionary studies have also placed genetic diversity, hybridization, and stochastic and deterministic population differentiation in a temporal context. This may reflect the inherent advantages of species invasions as natural experiments for examining the temporal aspects of evolutionary processes. Save for epigenetics, which is an emerging field ([@b33]; [@b10]), all concepts examined were studied in an explicitly spatial context.

Among evolutionary concepts, genetic diversity is the most highly connected, evenly related to both ecology and evolution. Even further, it is the only concept considered in relation to all others. In contrast, other genetic concepts (epigenetics, ploidy, mutation, stochastic population differentiation) were among the most poorly connected in the network. Epigenetics, most likely because of its relative novelty, was not studied in conjunction with any ecological concepts. Another densely connected evolutionary concept was deterministic population differentiation. Indeed, common-garden and reciprocal transplant studies are generally performed in a temporal/spatial context of invasion (population provenance) and frequently consider fitness traits (plant development and reproduction) and environmental conditions (e.g. watering treatments, herbivory, etc.). An emerging pattern is that the different sources of phenotypic variation in exotic *Poaceae* were rarely studied. Plasticity, for instance, was not connected to hybridization, mutation, genetic drift, or gene flow, and was poorly connected to genetic diversity. Similarly, few studies explicitly addressed both deterministic and stochastic population differentiation at the same time.

Human influence on *Poaceae* invasion was largely studied in an ecological context. However, its evolutionary consequences were recently addressed ([@b28]; [@b8]; [@b49]) and potentially represent an emerging field of study.

Some particularities may be expected from the *Poaceae* case study compared with the same matrix performed without family restriction. For example, biologic characteristics of this family, such as the reproductive system, might influence some of the observed patterns. Wind-pollination may decrease the importance of biotic interactions in *Poaceae* relative to plant families that rely more heavily on insect-mediated pollination. Conversely, some research topics might be over-represented in this invasive grass example. For instance, we might expect human influence to be prominent in this analysis because fire is often associated with grass invasion ([@b12]). Similarly, the connections with hybridization concepts may result from the relatively important research effort on *Spartina*, an extensively hybridizing genus ([@b2]).

Knowledge gaps and future research avenues
==========================================

Identified gaps corresponded to connections not documented by any study, i.e. null values in the connectivity matrix ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) (tenth percentile of the connectivity values = 0.00). However, not all connections have the same biologic relevance. Even if all the 153 potential interactions between the 18 concepts considered here were possible, some are less straightforward than others (e.g. gene flow × plant development; stochastic population differentiation × environmental conditions). Each researcher in the ecology and evolution of invaders, depending on her or his particular interests, can find directions for new investigations among identified knowledge gaps, especially as a connection between two concepts can raise several questions. We propose and discuss five questions raised by our results, which we believe represent promising opportunities to understand the relationships between ecological and evolutionary aspects in the success not only of *Poaceae*, but of most plant invaders.

> What is the importance of plasticity in an invader\'s response to human-induced disturbance? (human influence × plasticity)

Despite important literature on the response of grasslands communities to fire regimes (i.e. [@b51]; [@b23]), we found no studies addressing the role of phenotypic plasticity or environmental maternal effects, the latter an understudied invasion mechanism ([@b17]) on the success of invasive *Poaceae* in response to human influence. Providing quantitative data on the reaction norms of individual invaders for example in variable fire regimes is, however, of particular interest for understanding and forecasting the success of invasive plants ([@b21]). Using clones of individuals, experiments in which each genotype would be exposed to different treatments of human influence could be used to quantify the reaction norms of invaders in response to tillage, burning, etc.

> How do human activities affect gene flow in invading populations? (human influence × gene flow)

Human activities profoundly affect ecosystems and metapopulation dynamics, which in turn may affect gene flow. For instance, wind-dispersed plant invaders have been shown to disperse preferentially along roads and railways ([@b18]; [@b20]). Barochorous species have dispersal that is enhanced by agricultural practices ([@b7]), making gene flow attributable to human activities. Many other human influences on gene migration among invading populations are possible. However, this has not been experimentally addressed for *Poaceae* invaders.

> What is the relationship between patterns of gene flow and the temporal dynamics of invasion? (time scale of invasion × gene flow)

No connections were found between the 'gene flow' concept and the 'time scale of invasion' in our *Poaceae* dataset. However, it is likely that the pattern of gene exchange among metapopulations is inherently dependant on invasion dynamics, especially when selection and gene flow have not reached equilibrium ([@b43]). For instance, it would be worth documenting the variation in gene flow at different stages of invasion. Early naturalization, rapid spatial spread and the subsequent slowing of an invasion because of (a)biotic barriers may rely on different metapopulation dynamics. In the case of multiple introductions, the spatial pattern of gene flow may be profoundly modified when several early stage, locally invaded areas become connected to create a much wider invasive range. The temporal aspect of introduction also deserves further investigation in relation to its potential effect on gene flow. Indeed, patterns of gene flow, and in turn the potential for invasive populations to evolve, are likely to be affected by the period during which propagules are introduced from the native range. However, gene flow is a spatial and temporal process inherently difficult to characterize, and this is may explain the lack of empirical work on this topic. Such a study would require an analysis of gene flow patterns among populations using molecular markers over a sufficiently long period of time to encompass different stages of invasion. In the case of invaders introduced to a few well-separated areas, such as *Senecio inaequidens* ([@b18]), it may be possible to characterize the gene flow among populations within one area before and after the convergence of these initially isolated invaded areas.

> Do polyploids have higher invasiveness in human-disturbed environments? (human influence × ploidy)

A growing body of research indicates that polyploidy may contribute to invasive behavior and the spread of alien plant species ([@b47]; [@b1]; [@b44]; [@b41]), and [@b6] found a higher proportion of polyploids in weedy species than in other plant groups. In addition, polyploids are thought to show higher resistance to environmental stresses ([@b32]; [@b11]). However, the extent to which polyploid invaders are facilitated by human disturbance is still poorly documented and no studies were found that experimentally addressed this question in exotic grasses. Experiments should be conducted to test for better performance of polyploids in human-influenced habitats, e.g. a better response to tillage, fire or other soil disturbance regimes.

> Do epigenetic mechanisms allow invasive species to display increased phenotypic plasticity? (plasticity × epigenetics)

[@b10] recently emphasized the need for considering epigenetic variation and inheritance in a broad ecological perspective. Epigenetic processes may induce heritable phenotypic variation in ecologically relevant traits, without any contribution of genetic variation. The existence of such epigenetic contribution may be assessed through several approaches, including the use of study systems lacking genetic variation. Beyond using genetically uniform organisms as a tool, one could also consider the consequences of such a link between epigenetics and phenotypic plasticity specifically for invasive species. Severe genetic bottlenecks are reported in invasive plants after introduction (e.g. [@b16]). Because of the absence of genetic variation, species displaying uniparental reproduction (selfing, clonal propagation, and apomixis) are particularly susceptible to genetic drift ([@b5]) and are thought to suffer from consequent decreased evolutionary potential. In this context, the contribution of epigenetic processes to increased phenotypic diversity is particularly pertinent, as it might explain the broad ecological range of such invasive species. Common-garden experiments, potentially involving contrasting soil conditions, may be able to demonstrate heritable phenotypic variation in such uniparentally reproducing species.

Discussion and perspectives
===========================

Studies synthesizing the impacts of multiple factors have been increasingly recognized as vital to the understanding of biologic invasions ([@b27]; [@b24]). Network analysis represents an innovative method for visualizing the current state of research, enabling scientists to identify knowledge gaps among disciplines. As shown in our application example, input matrices can be easily obtained thanks to current bibliographic tools such as online databases. Several software programs can be used for graphic visualization of networks ([@b25]). The time-consuming step of abstract verification allows a finer visualization of the network structure (with on average 80% of articles rejected) and, most importantly, provides a comprehensive list of relevant articles linking concept pairs. This is an important step if one aims to detect gaps among a concept list established *a priori*. However, the strong correlation we found between raw and refined matrices suggests that this step is not necessary to generate a general picture of the research, expanding the applicability of the method for simple visualization.

In the case of evolution and ecology, the concepts delimited in the present article provide a foundation for further investigation. However, definition of these concepts is an inherent limitation to our method, as it is impossible to avoid subjectivity entirely. Quantitative studies are always difficult to apply to qualitative concepts, and problems like ambiguity or concept overlap are inherent. Nevertheless, this can be as much an advantage as a drawback. Concepts can be defined *ad hoc* for a specific system or research interest, and can be based on consensus among a given group of experts. Another possible approach is to use text-mining methods. In the past two decades such methods have become very sophisticated, particularly in their application to the medical and molecular biologic literature ([@b26]). Two important features of advanced text mining are the extraction of semantic information and the use of automation over manual methods. As opposed to our *a priori* approach based on knowledge of the discipline, extraction of semantic information present in the publication analyzed would allow the discovery of words most closely associated with different concepts and most likely to be used in publications that combined concepts. The use of automation over manual methods would also allow the analysis of much larger databases. However, as no algorithm could replace a comprehensive reading by an expert, such methods cannot completely avoid irrelevant co-occurrences of concepts. In the future, both approaches could be valuable in completely characterizing the research structure and semantic patterns in ecology and evolution of invasive plants.

The visualization approach developed here must be seen as complementary to literature reviews. In review articles, the information within empirical studies is summarized so that general trends in data can emerge. In our case, the goal was not to stress general trends in the results, but trends in the research effort -- that is, the number of studies addressing a particular combination of concepts. However, network analysis could also be applied to reviews and meta-analyzes, notably by assigning directions and signs to edges. Conversely, meta-analytical methods could be applied to network analysis to reduce subjectivity and improve accuracy ([@b4]). Both approaches are complementary, and further investigation should be made to assess the utility of a combined approach.

The network presented in this study reveals the amount of primary research, in terms of publications, devoted to connecting concepts. Network structure is defined by many factors in addition to the *a priori* parameters described above. In addition to the biologic relevance of the connections, the interests of specific research teams and the funding available in various sub-disciplines are likely to influence connection architecture and strength. The costs associated with different areas of research can also be inherently different, influencing the number of resulting publications. Also, the number and relevance of journals devoted to sub-disciplines can have a profound influence on the publications of results connecting concepts. In addition, network analysis may be impacted by the underrepresentation in the literature of integrative studies that were carried out, but whose results were never published (perhaps because of negative results).

Including a relevance index (e.g. times cited; journal\'s impact factor) to balance the contribution of each publication is a possible improvement to the methods used here. Another possible improvement is the inclusion of a chronological dimension to the network by weighting each included study by its publication year. Including a temporal analysis of the research structure among ecological and evolutionary concepts, as well as applying our method to both invasive and native plants, may represent the most promising perspectives of the present work. Invasive species may be highly detrimental, but they nonetheless present superb research opportunities to evolutionary biologists ([@b29]; [@b13]). One wonders whether invasive species will lead the way for evolutionary and ecological studies, with fundamental research carried out on invasive plant models before natives. Comparing the knowledge gaps between (i) the literature about invasive plants and (ii) the whole (or a subset of the) literature about plant evolution and ecology would help show whether invasive species research follows or leads the scientific effort to understand the ecology and evolution of plants.

Conclusions
===========

This study demonstrated a possible use of network analysis in biologic invasion science to quantify the research effort devoted to connecting a series of important concepts, defined *a priori*, in plant ecology and evolution. Applied to one of the most studied and most invasive plant families, *Poaceae*, the method presented here has demonstrated a greater connection between ecological concepts than evolutionary concepts in the literature. An important heterogeneity among connections between ecological and evolutionary concepts in invasive grass research was found. Some connections were commonly addressed in the primary research, whereas others were largely unexplored. The concepts of human influence, gene flow, epigenetics and plasticity were among the connections identified as knowledge gaps. This application of network theory should bring further insights for integrative research into the ecology and evolution of invasive species.
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